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Abstract 

The paper presents a study of the instantaneous reserve price formulation in the proposed 

Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) Scheduling Pricing and Dispatch (SPD) 

model. The model is based on a network that consists of two separate AC systems with the 

possibility of reserves transfer between two reserves zones via the High Voltage Direct 

Current (HVDC) link. Different configurations of the HVDC are considered, including 

“round power” where two poles operate in different directions. Reserves available in each 

zone have to cover each risk.  Reserve prices and revenue formulae are derived for each risk 

and compared with existing formulae.  
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transfer, HVDC, round power. 

 

 

1   Introduction. 
 
The New Zealand electrical system has been operating as a market since 1996.  The market 
model has not changed significantly since then. Energy and two types of instantaneous 
reserves are scheduled by solving the linear programming SPD model in each trading period, 
maximising the participants’ welfare. Now the HVDC inter-island link with a modern Pole 3, 
existing Pole 2 and a new control system can be operated in different configurations 
including “round power”. 
 
The HVDC link in the New Zealand electrical system connects the two AC electrical systems 
of the North and South Island. The existing SPD model has national energy requirement but 
only separate island’s reserve requirement.  The old HVDC control system allowed using 
reserve sharing for some conditions, when poles run in the same direction.  The new HVDC 
control system also allows sharing or transfer of reserves between islands when poles run in 
different directions –the “round power” option.  
 
Some research of this area was reported in [1,2].  In [1] the reserve transfer constraints were 
implemented into the SPD model and simulation results compared with benchmark results. 
The HVDC configuration was not changed.  The potential for cost saving was demonstrated.  
In [2] the dynamic MINLP SPD model was proposed and tested to allow optimising HVDC 
poles configuration in a dynamic dispatch.  With negative energy offers, the “dead” band 
around zero power flow on the HVDC poles and start-up cost, the new SPD model becomes 
truly non- convex.  Market equilibrium price theory for convex non-linear models is well 
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established, and the SPD model in New Zealand is one of many such examples. Equilibrium 
prices for such markets are simply shadow prices for the welfare maximisation of power 
offers constraints.  In the paper [3] a problem of equilibrium price existing in market with 
non-convexities is researched.  It was proven for the MILP problems that linear prices that 
will support a Walrasian competitive equilibrium exist.  Prices are derived from solving an 
MILP, creating new equality constraints by fixing integer variables to optimal values and 
resolving the associated LP.  Then shadow prices can be used in the pricing analysis.  
 
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the market model with HVDC pole 
control. In section 3 we define reserve and energy price formulae for the associated LP 
model. In section 4 we run test cases for different optimal HVDC configurations.  
 

2  Market model with HVDC poles control 
 

For purposes of this research we do not need to model the entire AC systems. So, the North 
Island and South Island AC networks are aggregated into Haywards (HAY) and Benmore 
(BEN) nodes respectively.  Only one reserve class is defined. 
 
MODEL:  DEMMDC 

Variables, parameters and constraints are written for each study interval t unless otherwise 
specified. 
 
Sets and indices 

  : study time interval    , 

   : set of energy and reserve offers     , 

    : set of nodes     , 

     : set of generation units     ,  

     : set of all power lines     , 

      : set of DC poles      ,  

     : set of reserve zones (further zone)      . 
 
Parameters 

       
    : mapping of energy offer i at node n, 

       
     : mapping of energy offer i at unit u, 

       
   : mapping of PLSR reserve1 offer i at unit u,  

       
  : mapping of reserve offer i at node n, 

          : mapping of PLSR offer i in  zone rz, 

          : mapping of ILR offer i in zone rz. 

     
    : conventional mapping of line l to node n, 

     
     : conventional mapping of line l from node n, 

       : mapping of DC line l  to the pole p, 

         : mapping of generation unit u to  zone rz, 

       : mapping of node n to  zone rz, 

          : total HVDC modulation limit at  zone rz, 

     
    : upper limit for offer i, 

                                                 
1  Reserve refers to instantaneous reserves, of two types:  PLSR = partially loaded spinning reserve linked to the 

unit generators, and ILR = interruptible load reserves linked to loads. 
 



 

     
    : price ($/MW) for offer i, 

     
     : upper flow limit at line l, 

     
       : contingency overload flow limit at line l, 

     
     : lower flow limit at  line l,  

     
  : fixed load at node n, 

            : HVDC pole’s start-up price for pole p, 

       : capacity limit of generation unit u. 
 
Variables 

      : value of cleared energy or reserve offer i.  

        : power flow at line l,   

           : line’s losses at line l, 

          : node’s losses at node n, 

          : flow at sending end of line l, 

           : flow at receiving end of line l, 

         : binary variable showing operational status of HVDC line l, 

            : binary variable showing operational status of HVDC pole p, 

             : HVDC pole’s start-up cost for pole p. 

All variables are nonnegative and limited until otherwise specified. 
 
Constraints 
Line losses models as quadratic function of flow:  

                       
       

Line’s flow at sending end: 

                                      

Line’s flow at receiving end: 

                                      

Losses at node n, time t are set by line losses halves to the connected nodes: 

                        (∑          ∑         
       

         
  

)       

Generation injection at node n: 

            ∑       
       

 
       

Generation of unit u: 

              ∑        
       

  
      

Net node injection at node n: 

           ∑      
       

  
 ∑      

       
  

      

Energy conservation equation at node n with node losses set as a load: 

                       
                                            

  

 where     
  – shadow price of constraint (8). 

 
HVDC configuration constraints 

The HVDC configuration is presented in Figure 1. It consists of two physical poles 
(branches) set in parallel between two AC nodes.  Each pole’s power flow in each direction 



 

has positive lower and upper operation limits. There is a dead band      
   around the zero 

point. Operationally each HVDC pole is a directed line, so changing direction requires 
changing the HVDC pole’s configuration. So, each pole’s power flow is modelled by two 
lines in opposite directions.  In the model if the first line is operational, then the second has 
zero power flow.   
Here the South Island node is Benmore (BEN or B) and the North Island node is Haywards 
(HAY or H): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – HVDC model network 
 
For each pole there are three operational possibilities: 

1. Pole does not operate:                . 

2. Pole operates in forward conventional direction: 

                
                 

    
3. Pole operates in backward conventional direction: 

               
                 

    
 
These three possibilities can be modelled by MIP constraints 

                 
              , 

                
              , 

                 ∑              
, 

                  . 

 
where (9) is lower limit, (10) is upper limit, and (11,12) show that no more than one direction 
of each pole can be operational. 
 
Risk-reserves constraints 

Loss of a generation unit or total HVDC poles are considered in the model as a risk. Risks are 
rare enough to consider the events as independent, so instantaneous reserves from the entire 
system can be used to cover any risk, given the HVDC’s capacity limits. 
 
Partially loaded spinning reserves: 

                  ∑            
          

 

Reserves from risk unit generator: 

                 ∑      
         

  
       

Energy plus PLSR reserves from the same unit should be less than the unit’s capacity: 

                                

n=BEN, 

rz=SI 

n=HAY, 

rz=NI 

         

         

 

         

 
         

 

P=Pole2 

P=Pole3 



 

Interruptible reserves: 

                  ∑            
         

 

When HVDC is in operation with both poles then each pole is sending power in the same or 
opposite direction.  Reserve transfer capacity for each HVDC pole is illustrated in Figure 2.   
 

Reserve transfer in forward direction of line  : 

              
        

                         

Reserve transfer in backward direction of line  : 

              
               

Reserve import into zone   : 

                 ∑         
  

       
           

 ∑         
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Figure 2 – HVDC line reserve transfer feasible area 
 
 

Reserve import into zone    should be less than the total HVDC modulation level: 

                         

Reserve import into zone    should be less than reserves cleared from exporting zone 

         , 

                             
Total instantaneous reserves consist of PLSR, ILR and reserve import: 

                                                                 
     



 

where      
    - shadow price of constraint (22).Generator risk is unit generation plus reserves 

from the same unit: 

                                

HVDC risk is calculated as a sum of receiving minus sum of sending flows: 

             ∑ ( ∑          ∑          
       

         
  

)

        

            

         
Total reserve collected inside zone    should be bigger than the generation risk: 

                                                     
     

where      
    - shadow price of constraint (25). 

Total reserve collected inside zone    should be bigger than HVDC risk : 

                                                               
   

where      
    - shadow price of constraint (26). 

Generation unit ramp-up: 

                              
Generation unit ramp-down: 

                           

There may be costs associated with switching on an HVDC pole from a non-operational 
(cold) to an operational (hot) stage. Changing a pole’s direction when the pole is in operation, 
and switching the pole off, have no cost.  

                                                            
 
Objective function 
The objective is to minimise reserve, energy and HVDC start-up costs, summed over the 

study time interval  : 
 

                 ∑ (∑            
       ∑                   )    

 
The model defined in equations (1) to (30) is a mixed integer non-linear program (MINLP) 
and has a non-convex feasible decision space. After approximating quadratic losses by piece-
wise linear functions with mixed integer linear program (MILP) constraints (as it is done in 
New Zealand’s dispatch and pricing model), the model is solved for a global optimum using a 
MILP solver.  
 

3.  Energy and reserve prices.  
 
Energy and reserve prices definition and reserve revenue options 
In order to get equilibrium shadow prices we need to solve the MILP first, then fix integer 
variables at its optimal values. Then we solve the LP problem and obtain the shadow prices. 

Energy prices are defined as shadow price      
  of the energy conservation equation (8) at 

nodal level {BEN,HAY} as in the SPD model.  
 
In the existing SPD model, reserve prices are defined as shadow price of total reserves 
collected at each zone {SI, NI}. The total reserves cleared at each island are equal to the 
maximum island risk. Revenue is calculated by multiplying the maximum island risk by 
zonal total reserve shadow price. This revenue definition works well when there is one 
binding risk in a zone, or where there are multiple binding risks with no reserves provided 
from the binding risk units.   In other cases, this definition overestimates the revenue value 



 

because reserves from multiple risk setters are included in the revenue calculation. In the 
SPD model such situations can occur for generation units that offer both energy and reserve.  
 
In the model (1)-(29) there could be cases when DC risk can be the provider for reserves 
imported from other zone. Let’s calculate the reserve revenue, which takes into account 
multiple risks, providing reserves.  From the dual formulation of the resulting LP problem 

(1)-(29) we have      
    – shadow price of total zone reserve,        

   – shadow price of 

generation unit at risk,      
   – shadow price of DC risk and total reserve zone price is 

     
    ∑         

  
         

      
  . According to the existing methodology the total reserves 

revenue for each zone is equal to                               
                 

 ∑         
  

         
      

   . Reserve revenue becomes even more overestimated compared 

to the existing methodology. New reserves formula can be seen as             

                              
   ∑                       

                  
  . 

Let’s calculate the revenue difference between old and new methods according to new 

formula:         ∑                               {     }   {     }  

∑                
   ∑                   

        
         {     }   {     }  We can see that 

        is always a positive value. 
 

4  Numerical results. 
 
We approximate nonlinear loss functions in (1) by piece-wise linear MIP formulation. The 
problem (1)-(30) becomes MILP and can be solved numerically with a MILP solver to get a 
global optimum. 
 
Test cases were prepared to demonstrate numerically the pricing relationship in MIP models 
and the new revenue formula. We have three time intervals, two nodes, two reserve zones, 
two generation units with one energy and one reserve offer each. HVDC has two poles. Two 
tests were prepared with all modelling features included, with and without the generation 
ramping model.  A test without generation ramping was chosen because the solution became 
more relaxed and more variable HVDC configurations including round power arise.   
 
In Table 1 below we calculate and compare reserve revenue between old and new 
methodologies for the case with multiple generation unit risk setters in intervals 1, 2 and with 
generation units and HVDC multiple risk setter in interval 3.  Total reserve revenue 

difference RevDiff is positive for each time interval, with a sum of $10323.00. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table 1.  Reserves revenue comparison 

T 

 

New formula Old formula 

NI SI NI SI 

1 
Gen 
  
  
  

ShPrice($/MW) 2 46 30 50 

Risk(MW) 250 200 300 300 

ShPrice($/MW) 28 4     

Risk(MW) 250 200     

  Tot($) 7500 10000 9000 15000 

  Gtot($) 17500   24000   

2 
Gen 
  
  
  

ShPrice($/MW) 27 2 30 2 

Risk(MW) 206.72 200 300 293.359 

ShPrice($/MW) 3       

Risk(MW) 20       

  Tot($) 5641.44 400 9000 586.718 

  Gtot($) 6041.44   9586.718   

3 
Gen 
  
  
  

ShPrice($/MW) 0.5 0 3.5 0 

Risk(MW) 156.72 150 250 206.78 

ShPrice($/MW) 1.5       

Risk(MW) 150       

DC 
  

ShPrice($/MW) 1.5       

Risk(MW) 193.28       

  Tot($) 593.28 0 875 0 

  Gtot($) 593.28   875   

  GGTotal($) 24134.72   34461.72   
 RevDiff($) 10323.00    

 
  
Conclusions 
 

In the paper we show that: 
1. Prices of energy and reserves in time domain, non-convex electricity market models exist. 
The SPD model has been developed and run with tests including time domain, and an HVDC 
controllable MIP model with a round power option. 
2. A new formula for reserve revenue removes double counting and avoids some wealth 
transfer between market participants. We still need a non-market based method to distribute 
reserve payments among risk setters. 
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